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SUMMARY 
The segment of the Interandean Depression of Ecuador between Ambato and Quito 
is characterized by an uppermost Pliocene-Quaternary basin, which is located 
between two N-S trending reverse basement faults: the Victoria Fault to the west, 
and the Pisayambo Fault to the east. The clear evidence of E-W shortening for the 
early Pleistocene (between 1.85 and 1.21 Ma) favours a compressional basin 
interpretation. The morphology (river deviations, landslides, folded and flexure 
structures) demonstrates continuous shortening during the late Quaternary. The late 
Pliocene-Quaternary shortening reached 3400 f 600 m with a rate of 1.4 rt 
0.3 mm yr-l. The E-W shortening is kinematically consistent with the current 
right-lateral reverse motion along the NE-SW trending Pallatanga Fault. The 
Quito-Ambato zone appears to act as a N-S restraining bend in a system of large 
right-lateral strike-slip faults. The compressive deformation which affects the 
Interandean Depression during the Pliocene is apparently coeval to the beginning 
subduction of very young oceanic lithosphere north of the Gulf of Guayaquil. The 
relatively buoyant new crust may have significantly increased the mechanical 
coupling in the subduction zone from Pliocene to Present. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The subduction of the Nazca Plate beneath the South 
American continent occurs at a rate of 7.8 cm yr-' (DeMets 
et al. 1990) and has produced crustal deformation in the 
Andean range during the past 25 Myr. Several Tertiary and 
Quaternary tectonic Andean basins have developed along 
major regional faults which cut both the Pacific and 
Amazonian piedmonts and the Andean range itself. 
Plio-Quaternary deformation in such basins has been 
described for the southern and central Andes in Chile 
(Lahsen 1982; Armijo & Thiele 1990), Bolivia (Lavenu 1978; 
Lavenu & Ballivian 1979; Martinez 1980; Lavenu & Mercier 
1993) and Peru (Philip & Mégard 1977; Sébrier et al. 1985, 
1988; Cabrera, Sébrier & Mercier 1989) and for the northern 
Andes in Venezuela (Schubert & Sifontes 1970; Jordan 
1975; Schubert 1981, 1982; Soulas 1981; Agganval 1983; 
i. *Now at: Coyne et  Bellier 9 Allée des Barbanniers, 92632 
I Gennevilliers Cedex, France. 
1980; Winter & Lavenu 1989a,b; Soulas et al. 1991; Winter, 
Avouac & Lavenu 1993). 
The NE-SW trending 'Dolores-Guayaquil Megashear' 
(DGM) (Campbell 1975), a strike-slip fault system oblique 
to the continental margin of Ecuador, has been interpreted 
as a Mesozoic suture between accreted terranes and the 
South American continent (Case et al. 1971, 1973; Campbell 
1974a,b; Feininger & Bristow 1980; Feininger & Seguin 
1983; McCourt, Aspden & Brook 1984; Bourgois et al. 1985; 
Lebrat et al. 1985a,b). The DGM cuts across the Western 
Cordillera from the Gulf of Guayaquil to a latitude of 2"s 
(Riobamba), and then runs along the western boundary of 
the Interandean Depression, which is 350 km long, from 1"N 
in southern Colombia to 2'30's in central Ecuador, and ends 
between Riobamba and Alausi. The Gulf of Guayaquil 
probably opened up at the trailing edge of the DGM, 
generating WSW-ENE normal-right-lateral faults during 
the Miocene (Fig. 1) (Malfait & Dinkelman 1972; Faucher & 
Savoyat 1973; Campbell 1974a,b; Benitez 1986). Recent and 
Present activity of the DGM has been recently recognized in 
the Western Cordillera (Winter & Lavenu 1988, 1989a,b; 
380 A. 
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Figure 1 .  Schematic Itructural map. Relationships hetiveen Cocos-Nazca plates and the EcuaJnrinn-Colomhinn zone (from Lonsdnle 197s. 
modified). DGhl: Dolnrcs-Guay3quil hlegashear; black arrmvs indicatc the motion of the Nazca Plate: the box represents Figs 2 iind 16. 1: 
active olcnnoes: 7: accreted oceanic crust: 3: South American plate: 4: rrrú-Ecuador-Colombia Trench. active subduction zone: 5:  age nf 
oceanic crust (hlyr) .  
La\.enu, Winter C !  Avouac 1991): Soulas C f  ul. 1991) as 
having right-later:il-re\.erse kinematics. hlerin horizontal 
slip-rates of 2.9-4.6 mm yr-' during the past ?j(i kyr, have 
heen documented hy \Vinter (1990) and M'inter er ul. (1993). 
This segment of the DGhI. locally called the 'Pallatanga 
Fault', may he the source of the 1797 Fcbruary 4 major 
earthquakc of modified híSK intensity 11 (\\'inter '! Lavenu 
19S9b; Winter 1990). 
Evidence for recent activity in the northern segment of 
the DGM was looked for in the Interandean Depression 
(Fig. 2). Large earthquakes have been recorded since 1687 
in the southern part of the depression. Instrumental seismic 
records complete the historical records. The 1976 October 6 
(Pennington 1981) and the two 1987 September 22 
earthquakes (USGS 1988) yield E-1%' compressive focal 
mechanisms with N-S nodal planes (Fig. 2j. 
The first analysis of Quaternary tectonics in the 
Ecuadorian Interandean Depression was part of an attempt 
to  correlate epicentres from a microseismic survey with 
lineaments ohserved on aerial photographs (Hall er ul. 
1980). According to these authors, the Interandean 
Depression is a N-S trending grahen hounded hy normal 
faults and recently affected hy NE-SW trending right-lateral 
strike-slip faults. Hobsever. the methodology applied during 
these studies can be questioned because: ( i )  locations of low- 
magnitude earthquakes are not very accurate. (ii) small 
earthquakes may not he representative of m:ijnr crustal 
movements and (iii) most of the faults and lineaments th;it 
have presumably gencratrd earthquakes have not heen 
checked in the field. 
Despite microseismic studies and. more extensively. 
instrumental and historic seismic records (Kelleher 1972: 
Stauder 1975; Barazangi L! Isacks 1976: Pennington 1981: 
Chinn LE: Isacks 1983: Suarez. Molnar 22 Burchfield 1983) 
confirming intense active crustal deformation in Ecuador. 
only a limited number of studies have been devoted to late 
Quaternary tectonic activity (Lavenu & Nohlet 1989; Winter 
1990: Soulas er al. 1991: Ego er al. 1993: \Vinter cf ill. 1993). 
This paper presents a detailed study of the recent 
geodynamic evolution of the Ecuadorian Andes. particularly 
in the southern Interandean Depression. Evidence is 
provided to state that the Interandean Depression is not a 
graben hounded by normal faults (Sauer 1965; Cotecchia C% 
Zezza 1969; Hall '& Ramon 1978; Hall ct al. 1980; Hall fi 
Yepes 1980; Baldock 1982: Hall & Wood 1985: Barberi et (11. 
1988: hialdonado Sr Astudillo 1989; Hall 22 Beate 1991: 
Tibaldi tk Ferrari 1992). but is a compressional basin 
('push-down' type) bounded by N-S trending reverse faults 
which have heen activc since the hliocene. 
STRATI G R A P H  Y O F TH E L &ATA CU N G A - 
AhlRATO A R E A  
# 
* *  4; 
The Interandean DepresGm is flanked to the east by the 
Eastern Cordillera (or Cordillera Real) which consizts of 
sedimentary. magmatic and mst,imorphic rocks ranging i n  
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Figure 2. Schematic tectonic map of the major active faults from Interandean Depression with existing focal mechanisms. Mean volcanoes 
from study area-A: Atacazo, Aj: Altar, An: Antisana, C Casitagua, Ca: Cayambe, Ch: Chalupas, Co: Chimborazo, Cz: Corazon, Cx: 
Cotopaxi, I: Iliniza, Ig: Igualata, P: Pichincha, Q: Quilotoa, S: Sagoatoa, T Tungurahua. Three focal mechanism solutions: numbers beside 
them indicate estimated focal depths in kilometres (after Pennington 1981 and USGS 1988). 
age from Palaeclzoic to Cretaceous (Kennerley 1971, 19S0: 
Baldock 1982: Feininger 19S2: Aspden. Litherhnd & Salazar 
1988). To the west of the Interandean Depression, the 
Western Cordillera consists of tholeitic and andesitic 
magmatic rocks of the hlacuchi Arc and their correlative 
Upper Cretaceous to Eocene sedimentary rocks (Faucher 6k 
Savoyat 1973; Fichler. Stibane Sr Weyl 1974; Henderson 
1979: Baldock 1982: Lebrat cf a/. 198Sa.h: Egüez Sc Bourgois 
19S6: Mégard ef  NI. 1987; Bourgois et al. 1990). 
Between Quito and Riobamba (Fig. 2). the southern part 
of the Interandean Depression is filled nith volcaniclastic, 
fluviatile and lacustrine sedimentary rocks. On maps by 
DGGhl  (197s) and Baldock (1982). these beds are assigned 
to the Pleistocene (Cangahua and Latacunga formations. 
Airar volcanic deposits). Pliocene (Pisayambo and SicalFa 
formations, Igualata and Sagoatoa volcanic rocks). hliocene 
(kloraspamba Formation. in the Western Cordillera) and 
Oligocene (Alausi Formation. to the south of the 
Interandean Depression). 
Recent studies (Divila 1990; Lavenu cr  r d  1997) challenge 
the theory that the youngest (uppermost Pliocene and 
Pleistocene) part of the Interandean Depression basin fi l l  is 
composed of four distinct sedimentological units (Fig. 3). 
The first uni t ,  LJ1. reaches a thickness of up to 4110 ni. rind is 
essentially composed of lahars. pyroclastic flo~vs. and 
interstratified andesite lavar. In contrast. the top 170 m 
consist of concordant lacustrine and fluviatile deposits. 
making up thin consolidated heds. Unit LJ2, \vhich lies in 
syntectonic onlapping unconformity on top af the previous 
unit, consists of unconsolidated fluviatile and lacustrine 
deposits 50-POm thick. According to Lavenu i'f id. (1992). 
unA,ts:iUl and U2 together make up the Latacunga 
Fokm3tion. Unit U3 overlies unconformahly the older units 
and corresponds to the Chalupas unconsolidated pyroclastic 
tuff. which covered the entire region. Unit U4 is composed 
of pyroclastic tuffs of the Cangahua Formation. The four 
units \vere later diswcted by rivers which deposited the 
alluvial terrace system. 
K/Ar radiometric agcs (Lavenu t-t d. 1992: Barberi ci al. 
1988) accurately date the stratigraphic sequence described 
above. Three ages of 1.85 k 0.19, 1.73 & 0.35 and 1.14 f 
0.29 hla were obtained (Lavenu ct u/. 1991) from volcanic 
flows at the top of unit U1. These dates give a late 
Pliocene-early Pleistocene age to that section of the 
Latacunga Formation. The Chalupas caldera, source of the 
U3  pyroclastic tuff. has been dated as early Pleistocene 
(1.21 * 0.05 Ma) (Barberi et u!. 1988). The entire Latacunga 
Formation may be considered of late Pliocene-early 
Pleistocene age if the Plio-Pleistocene boundary is placed at 
1.75 h,la (Odin 1993) after the Olduvai' positive magnetic 
reversal. 
In the southern Interandean Depression. fluvio-lacustrine 
and volcanic rocks underlie the basinal deposits. These rocks 
liave yielded Pliocene (Sicalpa Formation at 2.65 f 0.21 and 
3.59 i 0.38 Ma, and Altar wlcanics at 3.53 f 0.94 hls) and 
Sliocene (7.9 * 0.4 hla) ages (Lavenu t o r  (11. 1992). The latter 
tv;is obtained on an andesitic flow. coeval with the 8.12 and 
7.1 hfa ages published by Barbcri cf  d. (19SS) for the Alausi 
Formation. 
At the latitude of Latacunga, the Eastern and Western 
Cordilleras arc overlain hp the thick volcaniclastic 
Pisayambo Formation, lvhich has yielded hliocene ages 
ranging from 6.1 f 0.6 hfa (Barberi i r r  a/.  1988) near the top. 
to 9.1 f 0.5 to 10.0 3~ 1.3 hla (Lavenu i'f n/. 1992) near the 
base. These volcanic rocks and the basement of the southern 
Interandean Depression apparently belong to the same 
formation. thus prmiding a maximum age for the formation 
of the Interandean Depression. In  the Western Cordillera 
the Pisayambo Formation unconformably overlies the 
hioraspamba Formation. 
Quaternary volanic activity is represented by a large 
number of stratovolcanoes 11 of which are still active (Hall 
1977: Simkin et trl. 1981). Basic to intermediate lava as well 
as pyroclastics of dacitic and rhyolitic composition are the 
main products. Numerous eroded volcanic structures of 
possible Pliocene age (Baldock 1982) arc buried underneath 
unit U1 of Latacunga Formation. The actiLity of these 
volcanoes could have been coev:il with thc beginning of 
infilling of the Interandean Depression. 
M O R P H O L O G Y  O F  THE I N T E R A N D E A N  
D E P R E S S I O N  
Three major morphological features have been identified 
from the analysis of the Intermdean Depression on L a n d s ~ t  
images and in the field (Figs 3 and 5): volcanoes. 
characterized by radial drainage due to their conical shapes, 
Eastern and Western Cordilleras, characterized by hum-  
mocky topography; and thc Interandean Depression \\hich 
forms an almost planar surface. 
hfost volcanoes are located along the edges of the 
Interandean Depression. Pichincha. Antisana. Cotopaxi and 
Tungurahua arc active stratavolcanoes with rather well- 
preserved shapes. Old volcanoes (Iliniza. Sagoatoa. Igualrita. 
Altar. Chimborazo) are intenscly eroded hy glaciers and 
streams (Hall 1977). Lahar flmvs cover the post-Cangahua 
stream terraces bet\veen the Cotopaxi volcano and 
Latacunga. i.e. later than unit U4. 
The boundary bet\veen the Western Cordillera and the 
Interandean Depression is defined hy a 4 ) k m  long. N-S 
trending scarp (La Victoria scarp). whose height is more 
than 500m (Figs 4 and 6). This sharp boundary runs from 
Sagoatoa volcano to Iliniza volcano. Although the scarp 
appears to be linear at a rcgional scale. i t  is irregular in 
detail. Except for sonie deeply incised rivers, several streams 
(especially between Pujili and Saquisili) appear to have 
developed from the Interandean Depression by headivard 
erosion. and they ha\.e strongly eroded the scarp. Pediments 
on Plio-Quaternary deposits of the Latacunga Formation cut 
across the scarp and extend westward into the Western 
Cordillera. Other pediments are younger and have 
developed on the scarp itself. These field observations 
suggest that the mountain-front sinuosity is relatively 
old-at least Pliocene-according to criteria established hy 
Bull Sc hlcFadden (1977). No observations along the scarp's 
trace support present-day rejuvenation. The non-linear tracc 
of  the La Victoria scarp. its uneven convex slope, and the 
absence of faceted Spurs suggest that this scarp is actually 
due to a west-dipping reverse fault. The La \'ictoriri sc:irp 
has a 15-30 per cent slope. whereas pediments on both sides 
of  the scarp h;ive slopes of only 1-4 per cent (Fig. 5). 
North and south of the investigated zone. a t  the 1:ttitudcs 
of Quito and Riohamba respectively. the scarp disappears 
beneath vdcanocs: Xtaci~zo. Cor:izon m d  l l i n i ~ a  to the 
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Figure 3. (a) Synthetic stratigraphic sections from the Western Cordillcra (A) and Interandean Depression (B) in Central Ecuador: radiometric dates from Barberi ef al. (1988) 
and Lavcnu ef al. (1992). (b) Schematic geological map of the south Intcrandean Deprcssion (after DGGM 1982, modified). 1: Quaternary deposits; 2: Quaternary volcanic rocks; 
3: Pliocene volcanic rocks; 4 Pliocene sedimentary rocks; 5: Miocene scdimentary and volcanic rocks; 6: Oligocene rocks; 7: Wcstern Cordillcra; 8: Eastcrn Cordillera. 
Figure J. Structur:il and morphologic:í1 sketch mrtp of the Latasunga-Amb:ito area. CO: ums-section of Figs 6 and 11. 1: Pre-Plicxene 
coidilleran hssernent: 1: Quaternary m:ígmatic rocks: 3: landslide; 4: pediment: 5: F'lio-0uaternary deposits of the Interandean Dcprcscion; 6: 
re\erse fiiult; 7: ilmure: S: anticline. 9: syncline, 10: stars locate fold stereograms. Folds and Rcsurcs in grey. 
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Figure 5. Topographic profile across the Interandean Depression along line CC of Fig. 4 showing the different per cent slopes. Longitudinal 
profile of equilibrium of Río Isinche and Rio Nagsiche through the Jachahuangu fold. East of the fold axis, the stream gradient locally 
increases. 
north; Sagoatoa, Igualata and Chimborazo to the south. 
Stratigraphic analyses indicate that the Pliocene activity of 
volcanoes such as Iguatala and Sagoatoa was contem- 
poraneous with the basin's infilling. 
The eastern boundary of the Interandean Depression is 
marked by the N-S trending Pisayambo fault scarp which is 
less well defined than the western boundary. There, east of 
San José, at the foot of an 18 per cent slope (less than the 
slope of the La Victoria scarp), Palaeozoic rocks thrust 
westy& onto Miocene and Pliocene-Quaternary rocks. 
Thê-katacunga zone is drained mainly by the Río Cutuchi 
which flows from north to south. The Río Cutuchi is fed by 
E-W tributaries coming from both cordilleras. On the right 
bank, the tributaries are deeply entrenched (Nagsiche and 
Isinche rivers). Some of them, such as Quebradas (ravines) 
Macas and Unitiran and Ríos Patoa and Illuchi appear to be 
diverted by hills while others disappear into flat-bottomed 
swampy plains (Cashapamba and Cashipamba plains) 
bordered by hills, with no outlets or with very shallow 
slopes. These localized overdeepened depressions and 
disruptions of the E-W drainage outline elongated, narrow 
ILlNlZA V. 
N-S to NW-SE trending anticlinal hills which culminate 
between 3032m and 3133m and can be followed from 
Saquisili to the north, to  Mulalillo to the south. 
The development of the anticlinal folds, which are 
500-1000m wide and about 30km long, may explain the 
lack of effective drainage on the Alpalama plain. Only the 
Nagsiche and Isinche rivers have had sufficient energy to 
avoid diversion and to  cut through the folds by antecedence, 
forming localized overentrenched valleys. The minor lateral 
extent of erosion features on the perched plain, associated 
with the steep riverbed slopes (35" to 40") suggest that the 
Nagsiche and Isinche rivers have cut into the plain only 
recently (200-300 m), and are therefore very young-early 
Pleistocene (i.e. Chalupas tuff, dated 1.21 Ma) a t  the oldest. 
Streams that did not have enough energy to cut through the 
folds as they were forming were deviated parallel to  the 
topography. They disappeared into marshy areas as they 
were isolated from the hydrographic draining system of the 
Interandean Depression (Río Cutuchi and its main 
tributaries). 
A fold on the left bank of the Río Cutuchi, east of 
COTOPAXI V. 
Basement Pisayambo Fm Latacunga Fm 
Figure 6. Cross-section of the Interandean Depression along line CC of Fig. 4. 
Latacunga. is exposed over a distance of ahout 1?km 
between the villages of Alaquez and Tiobamba. It is 
500-lOO0m a ide  and reaches an el'evation of 1905m. 
Farther south. a N-S t o  "E-SSW scarp can be followed 
for over 25 km. between the Putzalagtia rhyolitic dome and 
Ambato. This 300 m high scarp at an altitude of 2912 m in 
the north and 2700m in the south. is generated by a 
west-facing flexure. Although it is regionally linear, its trace 
displays some local irregularities. Its steep slope (10 per 
cent) (Fig. 5 )  is the cause of frequent large-volume rock 
slides from the upper volcanic layers of the Latacunga 
Formation. towards the Río Cutuchi valley (e.g. the rock 
slide south of Be1lavist:i). These landslides have been 
erroneously interpreted as helonging to the Picnpmhn 
Formation (DGGhl 1980. 1981). Only two moderately 
large-discharge streams. the Rio Illuchi south of Latacunga 
and the Rio Yanayacu east of Salcedo. cut across the 
flesure. However, several ravines incised in the scarp have 
developed from the main valley by hcadvvard erosion. N o  
pediments have developed on either side of the flexure, as 
they have at the western La L'ictoria scarp. On the other 
hand. terraces that developed along Río Cutuchi tributaries 
have settled at the foot of the flesure. Between Bellavista 
and the southern part of the flexure. the Río Cutuchi flows 
along the flexure and locally hinders the development of 
terraces on the left hank. The topographic scarp cannot be 
ascribed to laterril erosion by the Río Cutuchi, which follo\vs 
the flesure only partially. The fresh aspect of the scarp. its 
steep slope with active gravitational instabilities. and the 
control on the landscape by the flexure indicate that this 
flexure is currently growing. These observations also suggest 
a $e$ . _  young age for it (early Pleistocene. post 1.13 hfa), 
later than the La L'ictoria ir Pisayambo faults. 
The referred fnlds. as well as the slopes they form, 
provide a certain morphological symmetry. The boundaries 
(La Victori:i Fault and Pisayambo Fault) approsimately 
define linear scarps with 2S-lS per cent slopes (Fig. 5). The 
two main folds (Jachahuangu to the west. and Yanayacu, to 
the east) have 40 and 45 per cent slopes. respectively. 
whereas the pediments that link them to the basin 
houndaries have slopes of only 1 per cent. The morphology 
of the southern part of the Interandean Depression, 
hetaeen Ambato and Riobamba, is not as clear. For 
instance. volcanoes (Sagoatoa. Chimborazo, Igualata, 
Tungurahua) conceal the boundaries and partially cover the 
sedimentary infilling deposits. 
The small Riobamba basin, located at the southern end of 
the Interandean Depression, is Nled with sedimentary rocks 
of possible Pleistocene age (DGGhf 197s). These deposits 
are about 100 m thick and composed of subhorizontally lying 
series is the lithologic and stratigraphic equivalent of the 
Analysis of morphological anomalies in the Latacunga- 
Ambato area. such as scarp boundaries. antecedence of 
certain rivers. hydrographic network disruptions, develop- 
ment of pediments and/or terraces or gravitational 
, laharic, fluviatile. lacustrine and volcaniclastic rocks. This 
i Latacunga Formation. 
i 
instabilities. provides evidence for Pleistocene deformation 
within the Ecuadorian Interandenn Depression. Plio- 
Quaternary infilling of the 1ntrrande;tn Depression has been 
affected by folds anil f:tults. Their geometry. kinematics and 
TECTO N 1 C A N  A L Y S  I S  
Folding in the western part nf the Latacunga-Ambato 
arca 
h,lorphologic;il analysis of the \vestern Interandean Depres- 
sion has helped to identify elongated narrow N-S to 
NW-SE trending folds v, hich affect the Latacunga 
Formation in front of the La Victoria Fault. Three major 
folds h a w  b e m  identified between hlulalillo. to the south. 
and Saquisili. to the north: they are the Jachahuangu. 
Guamhalo and hfollepamba anticlines. North of Saquisili. 
the morphological ridge disappears beneath pyroclastic 
deposits of the Iliniza volcmo. These folds. nhich ;ire 
500-1000 m wide and reach 3033 t o  3133 m have a structural 
relief ranging from about 100 i11 in the north to 500 m in the 
south. abo\e the highest terrxes  of the Río Cutuchi. 
T h  Jucliulii(tiiigii nr~ticlirie 
The Jachahuangu structure is an upright. slightly asymmetric 
anticline forming a significant N-S relief in the centre of the 
Interandean Depression (Fig. 3 ) .  The anticline reaches 
3133 m. separating two almost flat highlands of 2951) m and 
261nm mean elevation. located to the west and the east, 
respectively (Fig. 5). The Rio Nagsiche cuts deeply through 
the fold in an E-W direction, thus providing L ì  complete 
geologic section. This anticline is mainly made up of lahar 
deposits belonging t o  unit U1 of  the Latacunga Formation. 
The subhorizontal or slightly dtformed layers located 
beneath the surface of the Alpdania plain dip sharply ?I?' to 
l5* in the uestern limb of the ;inticline and 35" to 30" in the 
eastern limb. The axis of this cylindrical fold. as ohtained 
from stereographic analysis. Incally plunges 7'- towards 
N l W E  (Fig. 7). 
The profile of equilibrium of the deeply incised rivers is 
affected cross-cutting through the anticline (Schumm 1986). 
For instance. the Río Nagsiche gradient increases east of the 
fold axis from 3 per cent \vest of the anticline to h per cent 
east of the anticline (Fig. 5). In the east limb. fluviatile 
deposits (conglomerates) overlain by lacustrine (mudstone) 
and again fluviatile rocks of unit U2 (Latacunga Formation) 
form an onlap wedge over lahar deposits. The fact that the 
fluvio-lacustrine sedimentary rocks are present exclusively in 
the eastern limb of the anticline suggests that U2 \\'as 
deposited after the onset of unit U1 deformation. 
Furthermore. the near-constant SE direction of the 
palaeocurrents. deduced from imbricated pebbles at the 
hase of fluvial deposits, indicates that the morphologic ridge 
created by U1 folding \vas suffciently high to control the 
N-S flow along the front of the anticline. The U2 
fluvio-lacustrine layers re:ich a total thickness of about 811 m. 
Onlap wedges in this unit (Fig. 8) demonstrate that folding 
continued during deposition as slumps in lacustrine layers 
confirm the instability of the sedimentary slope on the 
eastern limb of the Jachahuangu fold. XII of the - 
fluvio-lacustrine deposits \vere progressi\-ely included in the 
synsedimentary folding. Dips in these wedges vary from 
?0-30' east at the base. decreasing upv,ard to near 0'. 
The pyroclastic flow in unit U3 (Chalupas Formation) 
appears to be mouldcd onto the topography. I t  unc~míor-  
m;ihly ovurlies folded units U1 a n d  U?. Its 
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Figure 7. Equal-area stereographic projections depicting poles to bedding in Latacunga zone (lower hemisphere). Contour lines enclose areas 
of like density of occupation. All the synsedimentary folds and flexures (location, Fig. 4) characterize the E-W Pliocene-Quaternary 
shortening. 
significantly, and may exceed 50m (Beate 1985). The 
Chalupas tuff is itself partly overlain by the Cangahua 
Formation (U4) pyroclastic deposit. 
The Guambalo anticline 
The Guambalo anticline reaches a lower elevation (3047 m) 
and is less deeply incised than'-the Jachahuangu fold. The 
western limb dips 15" whereas the eastern one dips 22". The 
fold axis is subhorizontal and trends N160"E. As in the 
Jachahuangu fold, unit U1 is exposed in the core of the 
anticline. An onlapping wedge of fluvio-lacustrine sedimen- 
tary rocks from unit U2 overlies U1 on the eastern limb. 
The lacustrine layers have also been affected by slumping, 
indicating an unstable east-dipping sedimentary slope. 
The Rio Patoa does not incise the northern part of the 
anticline. It is diverted southward and flows along the 
western part of the fold for 3 km and then joins the Río 
Isinche, crossing through the fold. This deviation shows that 
the Patoa River could be younger than the fold. On the 
other hand, the Isinche River cuts directly through the 
anticline: the profile of equilibrium increases eastward of the 
fold axis from 2 per cent to  4 per cent (Fig. 5). This could be 
explained by continuous Quaternary growth of the fold. 
E 
Figure 8. Illustration of the onl,ip u.ccigcs (srro\v) on the castern limb of Jachshuangu fold. 
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deeply through the structure. It exposes only fluviatile and 
volcanic layers of uppermost Latacunga Formation (U2), 
and the overlying Chalupas tuff. These deposits are 
apparently symmetrically folded with 30" dips. The fold axis 
also trends N50"E. The Chalupas tuff, slightly thicker on the 
anticline limbs than on the hinge, overlies unit U2 in 
apparent conformity and could be folded. 
The youngest alluvial terrace of the Quebrada Unitiran, 
about 3 m  above the active stream, does not appear to be 
folded. Despite the proximity of the Interandean Depression 
boundary, no proximal coarse clastic facies have been 
observed, nor has any indication of synsedimentary tectonics 
been detected. The folding of the lacustrine beds from the 
upper Latacunga Formation, the deviation of the Quebrada 
Unitiran and Quebrada Macas, and the ridge morphology 
assign a relatively young age to this fold. 
Folding in the eastern part of the Latacunga-Ambato area 
The Latacutiga aiiticliiie 
East of Río Cutuchi, the Latacunga structure is an upright 
N-S trending fold, 500-1000 m wide and about 12 km long, 
which lies about 100 m above the Latacunga alluvial plain. 
North of Alaquez, this topographic structure disappears 
under recent volcanic lahars whose flows coming from the 
Cotopaxi volcano have been detected from satellite imagery. 
To the south, the anticline disappears west of the Putzalagua 
rhyolitic dome (Fig. 4). 
Ths&o Panguihua has deeply incised this structure by 
antec686nce and exposes geological sections of the anticline. 
It consists of laharic and fluviatile deposits of the Latacunga 
Formation unit U1. An andesitic flow located at the base of 
these deposits has yielded a K/AR age of 1.85 f 0.19 Ma 
(Lavenu et al. 1992). The horizontal fold axis trends N172"E 
and both limbs dip 1.5" to 20" (Fig. 7). 
The Chalupas tuff, apparently not folded, unconformably 
overlies the fluviatile deposits. The tuff vanes from less than 
5 m thick near the crest of the anticline to about 20 m on the 
limbs. The flat-bottomed Pichalo depression corresponds to 
the hinge of a widely open syncline. 
The Yanayacu jlexure 
A N08"W trending abrupt west-facing scarp, 25-30 km long, 
extends from the Putzalagua dome in the north, to  Pillar0 in 
the south. The Yanayacu flexure separates the Río Cutuchi 
alluvial plain to the west, whose elevation vanes from 
2400m to 2600m, from a wide pediment to the east, at an 
elevation of 2900-3000m, and with a 1 per cent pediment 
Ravines sloping from 20 to 40 per cent erode this scarp at 
present. They have developed by headward erosion from the 
Río Cutuchi alluvial plain. The Río Yanayacu cuts deeply 
through the scarp, which corresponds to a flexure of the 
entire Latacunga Formation, thus providing an excellent 
geological section (Fig. 9). The Chalupas tuff (U3) lies in 
erosional unconformity over this flexure. The tuff deposits 
are thicker west of the fold (>50 m) than east of it (<40 m). 
Unit U1 layers are horizontal or slightly undulating east of 
the scarp, then dip sharply within 500m, reaching up to 
slope. 
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70"W. They can be locally vertical. At the toe of the 
asymmetric fold, coarse-grained fluviatile deposits (unit U2) 
form 30 m thick onlap wedges like those described in front 
of the Jachahuangu anticline. Their dips vary from 60" for 
the lower layers of the unit, to horizontal for the upper ones. 
The Patain flexure 
West of the Yanayacu flexure, a N190"E east-facing flexure 
affects the Latacunga Formation (Fig. 4). The Patain flexure 
extends,l5-20 km south of Putzaluga Dome; with a 2000 ni 
elevation it is less well déveloped than the Yanayacu flexure, 
and its eastern limb dips vertically. 
The Y a m b o  flexure 
A small flexure, trending N130" to N15OoE, has been mapped 
between Pilalo and Yambo (Fig. 4). This morphologic 
feature is poorly marked as recent Río Cutuchi alluvial 
deposits blanket it. Elevations are higher west of the flexure 
(2680 m) than east of it (2600 m). The upper layers of the 
Latacunga Formation (U2) dip from 40" to 50"NE in this 
flexure. To the south, it is partly concealed by rock slides 
which affect the Yanayacu scarp. 
Evidence of early deformation 
Prior to the above-mentioned large-scale folding, the 
sedimentary deposits of unit U1  were also affected by a 
synsedimentary N-S axis folding deformation. Folds ranging 
from 10 m (Cusubamba) to 200 m wide (San José) (Fig. 10) 
appear on the vertical banks of the Río Nagsiche and the 
Río Yanayacu. Their amplitudes are 1 0 m  and loom, 
respectively. Their length is not known, but in San José, the 
folds affect both sides of the valley, which is more than 1 km 
wide. These folds were progressively filled by unconfor- 
mable syntectonic deposits. Both the folded and the 
overlying layers are involved in the Jachahuangu and 
Yanayacu folding. -This synsedimentary folding suggests an 
early E-W shortening during the infilling of the Interandean 
Depression, prior to 1.85 Ma. 
Geometric relationships between Latacunga, Chalupas and 
Cangahua formations 
The Chalupas tuff covers-a large portion of the Interandean 
Depression from Quito in the north, to Ambato in the south 
(Beate 1985). The tuff is draped onto the previously 
described anticlinal ridges. Its thickness is always greater on 
the limbs than at the crest of the structures. The Nagsiche 
and Yanayacu rivers cut through the formations, exposing 
relationships between the volcaniclastic series, the Latac- 
unga Formation and the Chalupas tuff. The tuff unconfor- 
mably overlies the Latacunga Formation where it is folded 
(Fig. 8). The angle of unconformity is always higher between 
the tuff and unit U1 (up to 40") than between the tuff and 
unit U2 (where it is sometimes concordant). This suggests 
that the tuff was deposited after the Latacunga Formation 
was folded and eroded. This erosion surface developed 
channels and conglomerate layers. Folding has not been 
found in the Chalupas tuff. 
I 
Figure 9. Illustration of the Yanajncu flexure near ßellavista. 
Casitagua volcanoes. The city of Quito is located on a hench 
:it an elevation of 2N0 ni on a previously marshy flat. 
alignment of hills. ivhose elevations vary from 2920 to 
3170 m. This hench dominates the 1nter;tndean Depression 
lvhich lies :it an elevation of 2200-2500 ni. The 500-600 nl 
- 
The Quito area 
Farther north. in the Quito area (Fig. 11). the enstern between the volcanoes' foothills Lind a N-S trending . 
boundary of the Intermdean Depression sharply marks the 
landscape, ivhereas its \vestern boundary i s  partly covered 
1-75' volcanic rocks from the [ictive Pichinchn and extinct 
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Figure 10. Illustration of the synsedimentary deformation near San Josi. Arrows show the base of progressive unconformity. 
high east-facing scarp was previously considered as a graben interpreted as being uplifted along a west-dipping reverse 
boundary fault (Sauer 1965; Cotecchia, & Zezza 1969; Hall fault (Soulas 1988). The scarp is cut by canyons (Quebrada 
& Ramon 1975; Hall et al. 1980; Hall & Yepes 1980; Zumbiza east of Quito and Quebrada San Antonio 
Baldock 1982; Hall & Wood 1985; Barberi et al. 1988; north-east of Quito), clearly exposing the folded pyroclastics 
Maldonado ¿% Astudillo 1989; Hall & Beate 1991). Based on erupted from the active Pichincha volcano. The morphology 
morphology and folding deformation, the bench is now and deformation of the Quito flexure are similar to the 
Pichincha volcano 
4566m 
.i. 
Figure 11. [a) h h p  and (b)  computexized representation a f  Quito area locatcd hetween Pichincha volcano and aligned hills. 
Yanayacu flexure at Bellavista, rind favour the interpretation 
of the west-dipping r e v "  fault. As in the Latxunga 
region. the reldtive chronology of a e n t s .  i.e. the formation 
of the Intcrandean Depresqion. the quaternary activity of 
the Pichincha volcano (1.32 f 0.13 hlíì to present: Bxheri  ci 
111. 19%) and the forniiition of  the Quito flexure. is 
apparently identical. 
ESTIhIATION O F  E-W S H O R T E N I N G  S I N C E  
L A T E  P L I O C E N E  
In Ecuador. hctaeeri Xmbcito to the south and San Antonio 
to the north. the In te ra idcm Dcprekhn i< characterizcd hy 
a large late Pliocene-Quaternary basin located between 
reverse faults rooted in the basement which a r e  well 
exposed in the Latacunga region (La Victoria and 
Pisayaxnho faults). This basin infilling overlies the upper 
hiiocene-Pliocene volcaniclastic and sedimentary deposits 
esposed in the southern part of the Interandean Depression, 
hetween Riobamba and Xlausi. 
Although formation of the 1nter;ìndean Depression 
probably began in the Iate hliocene vfter deposition of the 
Pisayaniho Formation. the E-W shortening. ivhich gaxier- 
ates the reverse faults. is best documented since the late 
Pliocene (Latscunga Formatim). It bccanie inore prono- 
unced during and after deposition cif unit U1 (lateq 
Pliocene-early Pleistocene). Structural analysis described 
above demonstrates that the Interandean Depression was 
subjected to major E-W shortening, at leqst between 1.85 
and 1.21Ma. This deformation began while U1 sediments 
were being deposited, and it increased in rate during 
deposition-of the U2 fluvio-lacustrine unit. The growing of 
the above-mentioned anticlines and flexures and the induced 
morphological modificatio-ns (deviated rivers, local overen- 
trenchment, rock slides) suggest that the shortening was still 
active during the late Quaternary. The fact that the basin is 
not completely filled confirms the rapid uplift of the folds. 
Although no major reverse fault has been detected in 
outcrops at the foot of the scarps, they are likely to have 
resulted from blind thrusts. Seismicity and focal mechanisms 
(e.g. Pennington 1981) highlight the present-day persistence 
of the E-W shortening. All of these arguments favour the 
interpretation of a compressional (push-down) basin located 
within a restraining bend. Similar tectonic structures were 
observed in the Ventura basin, California (Yeats 1977; 
Brown 1990) and in Xinjiang (Avouac et al. 1993). 
Shortening of the Plio-Quaternary (post 2.5 Ma) within 
the Interandean Depression was estimated from surface 
geological data using two different approaches. The first one 
is based on principles of balancing applied to each fold and 
flexure (Suppe 1983; Medwedeff 1989; Suppe & Medwedeff 
1990; AI Saffar 1993). The second one used the Locace 
software (Moretti & Larrère 1989) attempting to 'reverse' 
the folded base of the Latacunga Formation. In both 
approaches, the thickness of each formation is assumed to 
be constant. Since there is no stratigraphic equivalent of the 
Intera_$Ian Depression infilling onto both Eastern and 
West'Gxi~Cordilleras, the maximum vertical throw along the 
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La Victoria and Pisayambo faults should not be higher than 
the Latacunga Formation thickness (600 m), and thus the 
amount of the deduced shortening has to be considered as a 
minimum value. A mean dip of the La Victoria and the 
Pisayambo fault planes was assumed to range from 30" to 
45". Thus the amount of shortening absorbed by the two 
reverse faults (respectively) has been estimated yielding 
twice 820 f 220 m, i.e. a total of 1640 f 440 m. 
Within the basin, the shortening is estimated from the 
superficial attitude of each folded structure: the Jachahu- 
angu anticline, and the Yambo, the Patain and the 
Yanayacu flexures. The confidence interval on a mean 
shortening is estimated by assigning to each individual value 
an uncertainty equal to  20 per cent. The uncertainty mainly 
takes into account dip variations in the stratigraphic 
markers. The Jachahuangu anticline is assumed to be a 
flexural-slip fold whereas the Yambo, Yanayacu and Patain 
flexures are fault-propagation folds associated with blind 
thrust faults. Shortening yields 300 rt 60 m for the Jachahu- 
angu fold, 100k2Om for the Yambo flexure (Fig. 12), 
8 7 0 k  175m for the Yanayacu flexure (Fig. 13) and 
450rt90m for the Patain flexure. Thus, the amount of 
Pliocene-Quaternary shortening recorded within the Inter- 
andean Depression is about 1720 m f 350 m. 
With the Locace software, the computed shortening of the 
deposits within the Interandean Depression reaches 
2000 f 400 m (20 per cent uncertainty) (Fig. 14). This value 
is consistent with the previous estimation of 1720 -+ 350 m. 
Since the amount of shortening absorbed by the La 
Victoria and the Pisayambo reverse faults has been 
estimated above to be 1640-+440m, the total late 
Pliocene-Quaternary shortening is about between 3360 f 
JACHAHUANGU fold 500m O 
250m 
YAMBO f lexure 
Figure 12. Measured shortening across the Jachahuangu fold (300 f .60 m) and the Yambo flexure (100 f 20 m). 
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YO0 ni (first estimation) lind 3640 4 SO0 m (second estinia- 
t i m  ). Both methndcilogies give similar results and the inem 
cliortening implies a shortening rate of 1.40 f (:l.3 mm yr-'. 
P LI  O - Q U .A TE R N A  R Y  D E FO R X I  AT1 O N IN 
C E N T R A L  E C U A D O R  
In the Ecusdorian lnterandean Depression. the E-\\' 
shortening proposed ahove is kineniatic;illy consistent \vith 
both the NE-SW trending right-lsteral Pa11:it:inga active 
f;iult--\vhich crosses the Western Cordillera from the Gulf 
of Gu:ìy:ìquil--;ind the NE-SW trending right-lateral active 
fau l t  system (Cauca-Patia. Garzon, Romera1 faults) 
nhserwd in  zouthern Colombia (Gciil~~gizal h1ap of 
Colombia, INGEOhlINXS 1976: BI& cf d. 199n). 
Consequently. tlie 1nter:indean Depression segment l x t -  
\been Qui t i ,  and Anihatc-) appears t u  he :i ccmipressi\c N-S 
rcctraining bend in a large right-laterd strike-slip faul t  
system (Fig. 15). 
To thc south. along the Pa1l;it;ing:ì Fault. the slip vector 
dr ikcs  N3YE and the estimated Pleistoc~.ne-Holoienc ( p t  
X I  l ia)  slip rnte is atmut 3.S 4 0.0 nirn yr - '  ( 2 . ~ -  
4.6 nim yr-I: Winter cf  d. 1993). The E-li' shortening 
component has thus a rate of 2.b & n.6 nim y'-'. 
On the other hand. the opening of the Gulf of Gu:iyaquil 
(Fig. 16) has been rclated to right-lateral moienients since 
the hliocene along the DGhl (hlalfait & Dinkelman 1972: 
Goossens 1973: Faucher & Savoyat 1973: Camphell 1974a.12: 
hloherly. Shepherd 6 Coulbourn 19S2). part of \vhich is the 
Pallatanga Fault. Studies of oil wells in the Gulf of 
Guayaquil ha\.e documented the accumulation tif inore than 
10 0011 m of sublittoral and deltaic Neogene and Quaternary 
dcposits (Faucher & Savoyat 1973). In the Jamheli channcl. 
the Plicrceiie-Qu;iterri~ir~ deposits reach up t o  4500 ni in 
thickness in depmxntres. which are elongated aloiig 
ENE-WSW directions and interpreted as grahens (Benitez 
1986). The amount  of Plio-Quaternary estension through 
these grahens can he roughly estimated. assuming two  
normal hcwlering faults with dips from 15' to 70". vrliur. 
during tlie litst 5.3 hlyr (hlioccno-Pliocene trnnsition). the 
NN\V-SSE trending extension re:rches 6150 f 2850 m with a 
rate nf 2.5 f 1.1 min yr- ' .  The rig~it-~ateral ninvenient a~ong  
the N3O"E-trenciing Pnll;it;inga Fault associated \villi this 
extension might be 4.3 f 2 nirn y-'. 'rhis lalue i>  com- 
p[ i ldc  \\i l l i  ;i riiinim:d k i te  Quitcr iur j  sclilcity o f  
c 
i 
æ 
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Figur'e 14. Interpretative cross-section of the Interandean Depression near Latacunga. Reverse faults of La Victoria and Pisayambo are 
assumed to dip 45". This cross-section was used to estimate the 2000 m E-W shortening (Locace software). 
3.8 i 0.9 mm yr-' recorded on the Pallatanga Fault (Winter 
et al. 1993). Consequentllr, the Pallatanga Fault seems to  
have kept a constant rate during Pliocene and Quaternary 
periods. 
Although a good kinematic consistency is observed 
between the studied Interandean Depression, the Pallatanga 
Fault and the Gulf of Guayaquil (Fig. 15), the 
Plio-Quaternary E-W shortening calculated above for the 
Interandean Depression (rate of 1.4 rt 0.3 mm y-') rep- 
resents only 50 per cent of the deformation described on the 
Pallatanga and Gulf of Guayaquil faults. 
ORIGIN OF PLIO-QUATERNARY 
DEFORMATION IN CENTRAL ECUADOR 
The causes of the deformation previously described are 
probably related to the subduction of the Nazca Plate 
beneath the Ecuadorian margin. The global plate model 
NUVEL 1 proposes a N78"E present convergence between 
the Nazca and South American plates, with velocities of 
78 mm yr-I (DeMets et al. 1990). The compressive tectonic 
regime prevailing above a subduction zone is generally 
related to a strong mechanical coupling in the Benioff zone 
(Barazangi & Isacks 1976; Cross & Pilger 1982; Jarrard 
1986). This regime may be induced by the low dip of the 
Benioff zone, a high convergence rate, subduction of an 
aseismic ridge, and/or the young age of the subducted 
oceanic lithosphere. 
Strong mechanical coupling is generally accepted between 
plates in subduction zones where the Benioff zone has a 
shallow dip. Sébrier et al. (1985, 1988) discussed this 
approach and suggested that the subduction angle has an 
influence on the relative extent of the domains affected by 
compression and those affected by extension induced by 
high relief (e.g. Fleitout & Froidevaux 1982; Froidevaux & 
Isacks 1984; Armijo et al. 1986). In Ecuador, the distribution 
of intermediate and deep seismicity indicates a lateral 
variation of the subduction dip (Stauder 1975; Barazangi & 
Isacks 1976; Lonsdale 1978; Hanus, Vanek & Sandoval 
1987). North of latitude 2.5"S, and along the first 30km in 
depth, the oceanic slab has an eastward dip from 25" to 30". 
To the south, this angle is 10". In the southern Ecuadorian 
Andes (Cuenca), Quaternary deformation seenis to be 
extensional (Winter 1990; Winter et al. 1990; Lavenu, Noblet 
& Winter 1993). Consequently, the subduction dip is not by 
itself the origin of the compressive deformation in the 
Interandean Depression. 
The Cretaceous to present-day velocities between the 
Nazca and South American plates in Ecuador have been 
determined by Daly (1989) by extrapolating the study of 
Pardo-Casas & Molnar (1987). It suggests almost constant, 
oblique convergence directions (NSWE) during the Tertiary, 
a Cordillera u liestraining hend 
Figure 15. Interpretation r l f  the reTtrainin2 hend of Ecuador in the general cuntent o f  right-lateral faulting of central Ecuador-southcrn 
Colomhia. The \vide arrows sho\s the 2.5 zk 1.1 nim yr-'  opening rate along normal faults in the Gulf of Guayaquil. the 3.3 * 0.9 mm yr-'  
right-lateral displacement rate along the Pallatangci Fault. and the I .J j: 0.3 nim f r - '  shortening rate in the Interandean Depression. The sniull 
a r r w s  show the deduced N?YE lind E-W rates along the faults of the Gulf of Gusynqull and Pallatanga. resprctilcly. 
and high convergence rates in the hliddle to Upper Eocene 
(103 f SO mm y - ' )  and h c e  the hliocenc (115 f 
33 mm y-').  The opening of the Gulf of Guayaquil, which 
began in the hliocene, is thus slnchronous with a 
convergence speed up. Thus. there is a delay between the 
beginning of the opening of the Gulf of Gualaquil and the 
maximum Pliocene shortening in the Interandean 
Depression. 
The subducting plate beneath the centre and the north of 
Ecuador includes the Carnegie Ridge which is more than 
100km wide and l0OOm higher than the surrounding 
oceanic floor. Loncdale (1975) estimated that about 100 hm 
of Carnegie Ridge have already been subducted. The 
influence at the surface of the whducfion of an aseisniic 
ridge has heen disputed in studies nf the Japan TreriLh 
(Lallemand. hfalavicille S: Calassou 1991) and of the 
Peruvian margin facing the Nazca Ridge. hlachar6 ( l Y X 7 )  
:Ind S6brier ct d. (19SS) have shoivn thJt the subduction of .i 
high-relief ridge induces only minor and local change5 in the 
stress state of the continental plate ahove the subduction 
zone. Furthermore. considering the con\. ergence vclocity of 
73 mm yr-', Carnegie Ridge probably reached the trench at  
the beginning of the Quaternary. Its subduction is therefore 
not the cauw of the E-W shortening in the Interandean 
Depression u hich began in the Pliocene. 
The Carnegie Ridge located north of the Grijalva fracture 
zone belongs to the young oceanic lithosphere (Nazca 
Plcite). Both the Carnegie Ridge rind the hfalpelo Ridge, 
v, hich lies farther north, probably formed simultanqously in 
the Lov.cr hliocene. when the Nazca Plate passed b e r  the 
Galap:igos hot spot located near tlie Cncos-Nazca kidge l h  
hlyr ago (Hep 1977: Lonsdale 1978; Lonsdale & Klitgord 
1978). The hfalpelo Ridge has not reached the Colombian 
Trench bet. Its distance from the trench is ;ìbout ?Ml kni. 
hiagnetic anomslies tertify to the ocemic nature of this crust 
(L(incdLi1e I Q X ) .  The extenqiori of the Carnegie Ridgc t o  the 
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Figure 16. Simplified geological sketch map of the Gulf of Guayaquil and NW-SE cross-sections through the Jambeli channel showing the 
10 O00 m thickness of Neogene deposits (modified after Benitez 1986). 
east under the continent should have a morphology similar 
to  that of the eastern part of the Malpelo Ridge. Thus, 
taking into account the width of the strip of young oceanic 
floor located east of the Malpelo Ridge, the rate of 
convergence, and assuming that the Carnegie Ridge began 
to subduct at the begkning of the Quaternary, subduction of 
the young part of the Nazca Plate would have begun, at the 
very latest, at the beginning of the Pliocene. This is 
consistent and coeval with the start of the Interandean 
Depression formation. 
CONCLUSION 
Since 2.5 Ma, the Plio-Quaternary* shortening rate of the 
Interandean Depression has been about 1.4 rt 0.3 mm yr-l. 
To explain. the geometry and nature of deformation in 
Central Ecuador, two parameters can be considered. The 
first parameter is the convergence obliquity (N78"E) in 
relation to the Ecuadorian coast (=N30"E). The normal 
component to  the coast is absorbed by the subduction while 
the tangential component is largely absorbed by the 
displacement along the Pallatanga Fault. The second is the 
subduction of the young oceanic plate. 
From early Miocene, with fast convergence, the tangential 
component is enough to activate the Pallatanga Fault and to 
open the Gulf of Guayaquil. During early Pliocene, the 
young oceanic plate reached sufficient depth to increase 
mechanical coupling. This probably induced significant E-W 
shortening and built the restraining bend, while the Gulf of 
Guayaquil continued to open. 
From early Neogene, and during more than 20Myr, 
10 000-12 O00 m thick deposits filled the Gulf of Guayaquil, 
with only 4500 m during the last 5.3 Myr. So, for 15 Myr, 
the opening rate was 0.7 =t 0.3 mm yr-', and then 2.5 f 
1.1 mm yr-' during the last 5.3 Myr. This demonstrates that 
during the first 15 hfyr. the gulf opening rate \vas equal to 
one-third the rate of the last 5.3 hlyr. I t  is likely that in the 
Central Ecuadorian Andes. the E-W shortening induced by 
the slow and continuous displacement a l h g  the Pallatanga 
Fault was not rapid enough to build a rqrtraining bend. 
Although rather good continuity is documented betiveen 
both the Pa!latang:i and the Interandean restraining bend 
(\\'inter 1990: Winter S Lavenu 19S9b). relations bet\vt.cn 
the restraining bend and the strike-slip faults of suuthern 
Colomhia arc not established yet. Only 50 per cent of the 
displacement rate along the Pallatanga Fault is absorbed by 
the shortening rate of the restraining bend of the 
Tnterandean Depression. The remaining 50 per cent can be 
absorhed either along Eastern Cordilleran reverse f:jults :irid 
Sübaiidi,iii Fron: or along iiir3rc rapid right-lijtera! strike ?!in t' 
faults in southern Colombia. 
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